THE WATER DOESN’T CARE WHAT QUALITY OF BOAT YOU’RE RUNNING, SO YOU BETTER.

Lund Jon Boats are built with the same commitment to your satisfaction that has made the Lund brand synonymous with serious, enduring fishing performance. If you’re looking for a simple boat that is big on functionality and reliability, then these tough Lund jons are the perfect choice.

Strong and stable and built for when the water gets rough • Economical to own and run • Easy to power • Built with advanced marine-grade 5052-H34 alloy aluminum • Rounded, formed-in keels • Extruded and coined ribs • Strong cast lifting handles • Durable acrylic finish
## Standard Equipment

- Advanced marine-grade 5052 H34 alloy aluminum
- Drain plug
- Durable acrylic finish
- Extruded and coined ribs
- Formed-in keels
- Formed-in spray rails
- Formed transom corner caps
- Gravity-fed livewell/storage (1852, 1648 models)
- Modified V Hull (M models)
- NMMA Certified
- Outboards
- Stainless steel bow eye (1852, 1648 models)
- Strong cast bow (1) and transom (2) lifting handles

## Optional Equipment

- Aluminum floor liner
- Heavy-duty side console
- Spray deflectors
- Trolling motor mount
- 20° transom

## Color

Durable marine-grade acrylic paint applied with today’s most advanced process.

- Olive Drab Green

Whatever you have in mind – fishing, hunting, or working – Lund jon boats are built to provide years of functional, reliable performance.